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Cements

Monthly Sales

Mar-22 Cement sales record a 6%y decline to
5mn/tons
 For March 2022, the latest cement sales as released by All Pakistan Cement
Manufacturers Association (APCMA); are down by -6.3%y to 5.04mn/tons.
 Cement sales locally reported an increase of 20%m to clock in at 4.7mn/tons.
We believe this is mainly due to regaining of construction activities across the
nation and outgoing weather conditions in corresponding month.
 Looking ahead on sales; we expect some slowdown due to ‘Ramadan’.
Whereas on pricing front, international coal prices continue to rise unabated,
showing no signs of slowdown. So far, mix usage of Afghan coal, pet coke has
to an extent absorbed impact of high coal, we suggest domestic players have
additional room to further increase cement retail price.

Monthly Cement sales record a 6%y decline to 5mn/tons
For March 2022, the latest cement sales as released by All Pakistan Cement
Manufacturers Association (APCMA); are down by -6.3%y to 5.04mn/tons.
However, on a monthly, basis sales are up by +16%m. This takes 9mFy22
total cement dispatches to 40.8mn/tons compared to 43.3mn/tons last year
same period; depicting a decline of 6%y.
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Local dispatches up by +20%m to 4.7mn/tons
Cement sales locally reported an increase of 20%m to clock in at 4.7mn/tons.
We believe this is mainly due to regaining of construction activities across
the nation and outgoing weather conditions in corresponding month. On a
yearly basis however, sales are up by +4%y. On 9mFy22 total local sales now
stand 36.1mn/tons which is roughly the same as last year same period.
Region wise, sales from north during the period was stood at 3.8mn/tons up
merely 1%y, whereas south based cement mills reported an impressive jump
of 19%y arriving at 0.9mn/tons.
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Exports sales took a hit on rising freight and input costs
Export dispatches during the period reported a major drop of 64%y (or
27%m) to 0.3mn/tons compared to 0.82mn/tons last year. This brings
9mFy22 total exports to 4.6mn/tons compared to last year 7.1mn/tons
(down by 35%y). Region wise, north exports suffered a 71%y drop (up by
97%m) to 0.08mn/tons, whereas south exports declined by 60%y (down
41%m) to 0.2mn/tons We believe this is likely owing to a) north border
closure, b) rising freight and input costs (coal prices), and c) lower price
differential international market.
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Outlook
Looking ahead on sales; we expect some slowdown due to ‘Ramadan’.
Whereas on pricing front, international coal prices continue to rise unabated,
showing no signs of slowdown. As of latest 3 months forward Richard bay
coal contract currently trade close to US$ 310/ton (up 4x from last year US$
85/ton). On comparative basis, domestic manufacturers have increased
average cement prices by 35% on average with North selling a PKR 828/bag
(up by 37%y) and south retailing at PKR 821/bag (up by +32%y). So far, mix
usage of Afghan coal, pet coke has to an extent absorbed impact of high coal,
we suggest domestic players have additional room to further increase
cement retail price.
Exhibit: Historic Cement North and South Prices in Pakistan
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